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This feature paper focuses on recently introduced double-stranded surface-grafted polymer brushes with ladderlike architecture, the method of their synthesis, self-templating surface-initiated polymerization (ST-SIP), as well
as their unique properties. ST-SIP synthetic approach is based on a sequential polymerization of a bifunctional
monomer leading to formation of multimonomer chains in the first step followed by a second polymerization
producing ladder-like structures. This approach was developed primarily for conjugated polymer brushes, which
synthesis using other methods is challenging. Such brushes enable anisotropic conductance at the nanometer
scale that is highly demanded for e.g., photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications. ST-SIP was applied to form
ladder-like brushes containing polyacetylene, polythiophene and polyethynylpyridine conjugated chains ar
ranged normally to the grafting surface and exhibiting high electrical conductance as measured using conductive
atomic force microscopy. The conjugated chains were shown to exhibit long term stability that is one of the
crucial benefit of this novel brush topology. The nanomechanical characterization revealed enhanced stiffness
and high elasticity of the ladder-like structures compared to the parent single-stranded brushes. The doublestranded brush topology due to anisotropic conductance, unique nanomechanical properties and versatility of
ST-SIP approach, have a high potential for fabrication of robust nanocoating for tailoring (bio)interafaces.

1. Introduction
Conjugated polymers, like polyaniline, polythiophene, poly
acetylene, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) and poly(p-phenylene
vinylene), are organic macromolecules with a backbone composed of
alternating single and double bonds. In their native form, they are
typically semiconductors with the conductivity values reaching
10− 10− 10− 5 S/cm, but after incorporation of appropriate doping agents
(dopants, e.g. iodine ions) in the system of delocalized л-electrons, they
reach conductivities typical for metals (102–105 S/cm) [1,2]. It is worth
mentioning, that their electrical properties may be tuned via redox re
actions by means of chemical or electrochemical methods, doping/
dedoping processes [3].
Thanks to their flexibility, relatively low cost of fabrication, broad
range of possible chemical structures and architectures, and unique
conductive properties, there is an increasing interest in synthesis of
conjugated polymers for numerous applications. Native conjugated
polymers and hybrid systems have found applications in fabrication of
bioelectronics [4], superhydrophobic biointerfaces [5], light-harvesting

systems [6], organic transistors [7], optoelectronic devices [8,9].
However, their final applicability depends on many factors like thermal
and air stability, spatial arrangement and conformation of polymer
chains, mobility of charge carriers and a mechanism of charge transport,
as well as presence of functional groups enhancing their solubility
[10,11]. The main problems in applications of the conjugated polymers
are related to poor solubility of pristine, unfunctionalized conjugated
chains and high influence of chain disorder on conductivity of bulk and
thin film systems [3]. While most of the current applications encompass
the conjugated polymers in bulk or thin layers, the ultimate devices, e.g.,
ordered heterojunction solar cells or single-molecule electronics, would
require platforms of conductive molecular wires arranged normally to a
surface [12]. Such platforms would be also ideal systems for investiga
tion of charge transport on the molecular scale to achieve a fundamental
understanding of the process [11,13].
Very promising structures that may address the mentioned issues are
surface-grafted conjugated polymer brushes. They may offer an intra
molecular transport of charge carriers, along the ordered chains, that is
more efficient than the intermolecular one [14]. Furthermore, they
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enable covalent connection of the chains and surfaces enhancing their
stability and interfacial conductance offering also a precise control over
the macromolecular architecture [15,16]. However, due to in
compatibility of classical polycodensation methods, commonly applied
for syntheses of conjugated polymers, obtaining conjugated polymer
brushes using surface-initiated polymerizations has been challenging
leading to formation of such brushes only for selected monomers
[2,17–19].
Polymer topology that may address some of the above-mentioned
limitations is a double-stranded architecture. Double-stranded poly
mers consist of macromolecules having an uninterrupted sequence of
rings with adjacent rings having at least one atom (spiro polymer) or
more atoms in common (ladder polymer) [20]. The chains forming the
double-stranded topology may differ in conjugation leading, in extreme
case, to fully conjugated ladder polymers [21]. Generally, the ladder
polymeric systems have been known for several decades and recently
developed due to increasing interest related to their unique optoelec
tronic properties [22,23]. They can be synthesized using two general
strategies: direct ladder polymerization of cyclic monomers or zipping of
linear polymers containing polymerizable side groups (multimonomer)
that are both challenging and commonly lead to defected ladder struc
tures due to e.g. branching and crosslinking. The covalently locked
coplanar conformation of a conjugated ladder-type backbone, in
contrast to conventional non-ladder polymers with relatively high
torsional freedom, allows for extensive intrachain delocalization of
molecular orbitals and transport of (quasi)particles such as charges,
excitons, polarons, and spins. The rigid coplanar conformation can also
enhance interchain electronic coupling of conjugated ladder polymers
due to the small reorganization energy of a rigid system upon electron
transfer or photoexcitation. It is worth mentioning, that non only
coplanar conformation, but also helical conformation of conjugated
ladder polymers may be obtained.
However, complex synthetic routes and limited solubility of such
rigid, coplanar ladder systems are challenging and limit their charac
terization, processing, formation of organized thin films, impeding also
their applicability. Fabrication of surface-grafted polymer brushes with
ladder-like (not only well-defined ladder structures) architecture may
help to omit some of those problems thanks to inherent properties of the
chains densely grafted to a surface.
This mini-review features novel double-stranded surface-grafted
polymer brushes with ladder-like architecture, self-templating poly
merization approaches leading to such structures, their unique proper
ties and potential applications. The presented synthetic strategy was
originally introduced to obtain conjugated brushes but it is very versa
tile and may be further extended to formation of complex topologies at
surfaces with various functionalities and applications ranging from
biosensors, fabrication of bioactive surfaces to flexible photovoltaics.
We describe briefly also classical polymer brushes, synthetic strategies
leading to them, and discuss unconventional polymer brush topologies
but the main focus is on the synthesis and properties of ladder-like
polymer brushes, the topology which was introduced in 2012 [30].

a single anchoring point only and sufficient packing of those macro
molecules to ensure their extended conformations.
The first general theoretical description of the polymer brushes
appeared in works of De Gennes [31] and Alexander [32] and referred to
linear chains polymer brushes. Later, the theoretical description also
used the self-consistent field method [33–35] and Monte Carlo simula
tions [26]. Only recently, due to increasing interests in more sophisti
cated brush topologies, they have been also explored theoretically
showing more complex behavior compared to linear polymer brushes
[36]. The modelling typically results in obtaining density profiles of
given brushes at certain conditions. However, in the case of relatively
high values of the grafting density (number of polymer chains per unit
area, σ) and for low molecular weight macromolecules, the obtained fits
may deviates from the experimental results due to limitations of the
models (e.g. not taking into account strong intermolecular interactions).
A structural definition of the polymer brush regime based on a
quantitative analysis of parameters like the distances between
anchoring points (d), height of the brushes (H), bulk density of the brush
(ρ), and number average molecular weight of the surface-grafted chains
(Mn), was presented in 2007 [24]. Briefly, if a reduced grafting density
(Σ, see Eqs. (1) and (2)) reaches the values less than 1, a non-(weakly)
interaction regime (the mushroom conformation) is observed; if Σ ≈ 1 –
a crossover regime is reached, and if Σ reaches clearly more than 1 (≫1),
a highly stretched regime (the brush conformation) is observed.
Σ = σπR2g

(1)

σ = (H ρNA )/Mn or σ = 1/d2

(2)

where Rg – radius of gyration of a tethered chain, NA – the Avogadro’s
number.
While the abovementioned relations describing the mushroom-brush
transition were derived for flexible linear polymer chains, semi-flexible
or rod-like tethered chains were found to require smaller grafting den
sities for the brush formation compared to flexible chains [37] and more
complex polymer topologies still need detailed theoretical modelling.
2.2. Classical synthetic approaches for polymer brushes
Polymer brushes have been obtained so far on numerous substrates
with various compositions and shapes including convex [38] and
concave [39] structures. Typically metals and oxides like gold [40], iron
oxides [41], titanium dioxide [42], indium tin oxide (ITO) [43], zinc
oxide [38] silicon/silica/quartz [44–46], graphene oxide [47] have
been used but other substrates like carbon nanotubes [48], cellulose
[49] or synthetic polymers [27] are also popular. The following major
strategies for production of the polymer brushes systems were estab
lished: physical adsorption [50], chemical “grafting to” [42], “grafting
from” [25] and “grafting through” [51] methods (see Fig. 1).
Physical adsorption method employs typically hydrogen bonds, van
der Waals, or electrostatic interactions. It is a reversible process
involving the self-assembly of macromolecules having appropriate
blocks of functional groups interacting with the groups on the surface.
Thermodynamically controlled equilibrium is of key importance for
reaching high density of polymer brushes obtained using this method
but in some cases the kinetic aspects are equally important [52]. The
“grafting to” method is based on formation of stable bonds between the
chain-end functional groups of the macromolecules and the properly
modified substrate [53]. Unfortunately, this easy and straightforward
method cannot lead to desired dense and thick brushes, mainly due to
steric hindrance [54]. The “grafting from” method avoids those prob
lems due to gradual and simultaneous growth of the chains initiated
from the surface-attached active centres (radical, ions etc.). It allows for
precisely controlled grafting density and length of surface-grafted
polymer chains so it is a widely used strategy for growing dense poly
mer brushes [55]. The “grafting through” strategy is a combination of

2. Polymer brushes
2.1. General description
A term “polymer brushes” [24,25] typically refers to an array of
polymer chains tethered to a surface by one end only, and so densely
that they tend to adopt a stretched conformation. If the chains are
anchored not to a surface but another polymer chain, such systems are
typically distinguished as “bottlebrushes” [26] or “molecular brushes”
[27].
While recently introduced advanced topological structures like loop
and cyclic polymer brushes [28,29], ladder-like brushes [30] may not
fully comply with the “classical” definition they certainly exhibit poly
mer brush properties related to surface tethering of a macromolecule at
2
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Fig. 1. Major strategies leading to fabrication of polymer brushes: a – physical adsorption of macromolecules, b – “grafting to”, c – “grafting from”, and d – “grafting
through” methods.

the “grafting from” and “grafting to” methods because the process of
creating chains of macromolecules occurs simultaneously in a solution
and on a surface. Despite the simple synthetic procedure, it has some
drawbacks which limit its widespread use. They include problems with
controlling the thickness and density of the brushes, their relatively high
roughness (dispersity of the chain lengths), as well as possible residues
from the polymerization in the formed brushes [43].
The most common polymerizations used for grafting polymer
brushes from surfaces are reversible-deactivation radical polymeriza
tions (RDRP) [56,57] that include: surface-initiated atom transfer
radical polymerization (SI-ATRP), surface-initiated reversible-addition
fragmentation chain transfer (SI-RAFT) polymerization, surfaceinitiated nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (SI-NMP), and
surface-initiated photoiniferter-mediated polymerization (SI-PMP or SIPIMP). Besides RDRP techniques there are few other methods [58] like
surface-initiated ring opening metathesis polymerization (SI-ROMP),
surface-initiated ionic polymerizations [59], surface-initiated Suzuki,
and Yamamoto polycondensation, Diels–Alder ligation [60], surfaceinitiated Kumada catalyst-transfer polycondensation (SI-KCTP) that
are less versatile, and used typically for specific monomers only.
SI-ATRP as the most popular controlled surface-initiated polymeri
zation method has been developing for the last two decades leading to
numerous variants with e.g. better tolerance to the presence of oxygen
or application of only trace amounts of metal complexes used as cata
lytic systems [61,62]. SI-ATRP owes its popularity not only to a wellcontrolled mechanism, but also to a relatively simple procedure of its
practical implementation and commercial availability of reaction com
ponents. SI-ATRP enable synthesis of well-ordered, thick, dense brushes
with advanced architectures such as: block copolymer, binary mixed,
gradient brushes, etc. Besides, large tolerance to various functional
groups, SI-ATRP is less efficient in polymerization of monomers bearing,
e.g. pyridine or carboxyl groups that can interact with metal (mainly
copper) ions applied in the ATRP catalytic systems. Such controlled
radical polymerizations cannot be also applied directly for fabrication of
conjugated polymer brushes, which are highly demanded systems due to
their electrical conductivity.

In 1972, M. Kumada and coworkers reported on the cross-coupling
reactions of Grignard reagents and organic halides, which were cata
lyzed by nickel-phospine complexes [63]. In the next decades, these
reactions were used in novel polymerization procedures leading to for
mation of conjugated polymers, namely, polythiophenes [64]. A usage
of KCTP for the formation of conjugated polymer brushes via surfaceinitiated strategy was firstly reported by Senkovskyy and co-workers
in 2007 [17] followed by other works [19,65]. Despite the fact, that
SI-KCTP provides a good control over brush thickness (up to 120 nm
thick poly(3-methylthiophene) brushes on ITO [66]), and it can be used
for grafting brushes from many types of substrates, like gold, Si, ITO,
organosilica microparticles and nanotubes [67], it still has some disad
vantages. First of all, it is characterized by a relatively low tolerance of
the catalyst and initiator moieties to oxygen and humidity. That problem
significantly complicates surface modification demanding very pure
reagents and often low temperatures during the whole polymerization
process [17]. The methodology limits also the number of potential
monomer structures and substrates (to these being reactive towards
Grignard reagents) [43,68,69]. It is worth emphasizing that polymeri
zation of large monomers by means of SI-KCTP is hindered, due to the
mechanism that is based on “walking” bulky metal-based catalyst [70].
Up to date, conditions of SI-KCTP are well-described for thiophenebased monomers and Pd/Ni-based precatalysts, but still require
further research for other monomers [18,71] or fabrication more so
phisticated polymer brush topologies.
3. Unconventional polymer brush topologies
There is a growing number of polymer topologies that have been
entering into the polymer brushes area bringing also interesting prop
erties to such novel coatings. They include but are not limited to (see
also Fig. 2 for examples) [72–74]:
• double-stranded polymers [20,75];
• ladder polymers [76];
• gel-brushes [77];
3
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Fig. 2. Selected types of novel polymer brush topologies: a – gel-brush polymer brushes, b – Y-shaped binary mixed polymer brush, c – V-shaped binary mixed
polymer brush, d – double-stranded surface-grafted polymer brushes with ladder-like architecture, e – cyclic polymer brush.

• Y-shaped binary mixed polymer brushes [78];
• V-shaped mixed polymer brushes [79];
• double-stranded polymer brushes with ladder-like architecture
[43,80];
• cyclic polymer brushes [28,29].
Conventional linear polymer brushes have been already recognized
as very versatile functional nanocoatings for bio-related application
[81] such as fabrication of antifouling and proadhesive surfaces [82],
antimicrobial coatings [83], in biomolecular separation techniques
[84], bioelectronics [85], bioimaging [86]. They were also designed for
applications in e.g., photovoltaic and energy storage systems [87],
electromechanical systems [88], and optoelectronic devices [89].
However, novel polymer brush topologies may bring desired nano
mechanical [90], lubricating [91], optical [92] or conductive [93]
properties that are hardly achievable in classical brushes and can
significantly broaden the scope of their applications. Such demanding
topologies drive also research on more versatile synthetic approaches
that would enable obtaining of complex polymer brush systems.

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the surface-grafted ladder-type polymer brushes
with conjugated chains that may serve as directional pathways for electron
transport. Reprinted from Ref. [30] with permission from The Royal Society
of Chemistry.

Obtaining polymer brushes with such unusual architecture (espe
cially with conjugated polymer chains) was made possible thanks to a
novel strategy called self-templating surface-initiated polymerization
(ST-SIP). The proposed approach is based on a sequence of two
orthogonal polymerizations of a bifunctional monomer. One functional
group of the monomer, e.g. methacryloyl one, is responsible for the
formation of a template multimonomer chain in the first polymerization
process. The second group (after deprotection if necessary), e.g. alkyne,
thiophene or ethynylpyridine derivative, takes part in the formation of
the second chain of a ladder (self-templating). Some examples of the
applied bifunctional monomers that can lead to the formation of con
jugated chains are presented in Fig. 4.
Importantly, the template chains having pendant polymerizable
groups (multimonomer chain) can be synthesized using facile SI-RDRP
methods while the second polymerization can be selected for a given

3.1. Synthesis of double-stranded polymer brushes with ladder-like
architecture
The double-stranded polymer brush with ladder-like structure is an
example of unconventional topology which is in the focus of this paper.
It was introduced in 2012 [30] in response to high interest in obtaining
conjugated polymer brushes that cannot be easily synthesized using
facile and common SI-RDRP methods. Such systems comprise two
macromolecular chains connected with each other by molecular bridges,
which resemble rungs of a ladder (Fig. 2d). In the originally obtained
double-stranded systems only one strand of the pair was attached to the
surface and number of chains were actually bridged intermolecularly
leading to ladder-like rather than purely ladder brushes (Fig. 3). One of
the strand was also a conjugated chain while in general any type of
chains can be formed.
4
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bridging the coils but not formation of ladder structures.
Nevertheless, the design of the bifunctional monomers has to take
into account not only orthogonality of the planned polymerizations that
may be ensured by chemical protection of the group reacting in the
second process. The linker length, chain flexibility that can affect the
constrains during formation of the second strand in the double-stranded
brushes should be also tailored. The molecular size of a monomer may
also limit the polymerization rate due to sterical hindrance so the
structure has to be carefully adjusted to fulfil all the requirements.
In this first report [30] a bifunctional monomer, 3-trimethylsilyl-2propynyl methacrylate (TPM), was grafted from gold surface. A
controlled photopolymerization, SI-PMP, was used in the first step
(Fig. 5a and b). After deprotection (Fig. 5c), the pendant acetylene
groups were polymerized using rhodium-based catalyst leading to con
jugated polyacetylene chains (Fig. 5d), which were subsequently doped
with iodine (Fig. 5e). This way, conductive polymer brushes were
formed as confirmed using conductive atomic force microscopy (AFM)
mapping.
The ST-SIP approach was later applied to other systems for which the
first polymerization in a sequence was either SI-PMP [30,90,93,94] or
SI-ATRP [80], while the second one – via rhodium-catalyzed coordina
tion polymerization [30], a catalyst-free quaternization polymerization
(QP) [93] or oxidative polymerization with FeCl3 [43,80]. Instead of
second polymerization, one may also consider modification of the
pendant groups e.g. by click reaction introducing new functionality to
the brushes [92].

Fig. 4. Structures of bifunctional monomers: green – functional group
responsible for forming a template polymer chain in the first polymerization
process, red – functional group used for formation of the second (conjugated)
chain of a ladder, black – “linker” between two functional groups.

pendant group. This approach enables formation of high grafting density
layers on various substrates, with precise control on the thickness and
spatial arrangements offered by SI-RDRP methods. The second poly
merization benefits from the prearrangement of the polymerizable
groups along the template chains adopting stretched conformation
typical for polymer brushes. This is a crucial feature of the proposed
approach as polymerization of multimonomer chains in solution would
lead just to chemical crosslinking of the random coil they form and/or

Fig. 5. Scheme of synthesis of conductive brushes: (a) surface-initiated photopolymerization (SI-PMP) of TPM monomer, (b) a poly(TPM) brush, (c) deprotected
template multimonomer brushes, (d) ladder-like brushes with conjugated polyacetylene chains, (e) doped conductive brushes.
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Application of the catalyst-free quaternization polymerization of
ethynylpyridine-based multimonomers led to particularly interesting
systems with charge linkers between the conjugated and nonconjugated
chains in the ladders (Fig. 6) [93]. Unlike many polymerization pro
tocols that require penetration of the template brushes with bulky
catalyst or oxidizing agents down to the grafting surface, the quaterni
zation polymerization proceed thanks to activation of the acetylene
groups connected to the quaternized pyridine groups.

applied solvent and in a dry state. Importantly, the controlled degrafting
performed for the ladder-like brushes indicated that ca. ¼ of the mac
romolecules were not involved in intermolecular bridging during ST-SIP
thus leading to formation of some isolated double-stranded structures.
In case of linear brushes, the swelling-induced degrafting process
was observed for both hydrophilic [95] and hydrophobic [96] polymers
attached to gold [97] or silicon oxide surface [98]. Wang et al. showed
that high swelling ratio is the main factor that promotes hydrolytic
cleavage of bonds at the brush-substrate interface [96]. Both the intraand intermolecular bridges, which limit swelling of the brushes, seem to
stabilize their surface-tethering as indicated by much higher resistance
of the ladder-like poly(TPM) compared to linear parent poly(TPM)
brushes to treatment with a tetrabutylammonium fluoride degrafting
agent [90]. Nevertheless, incorporation of other structural motifs (e.g.
hydrophobic blocks, hydrophobized initiators attached to the surface)
[99–101] can be used to further enhance stability of the brushes by
protecting the anchoring bonds against hydrolysis in an aqueous me
dium or humid environment. However, such methods should be tailored
for conductive brushes as they may break the connections between the
conjugated chains and the conductive substrate. In the case of doublestranded brushes a significant improvement in their stability could be

3.2. Properties of ladder-like polymer brushes
Polymer brushes with the ladder-like architecture exhibit interesting
nanomechanical properties related to their specific double-stranded
structure that limits the conformational freedom of polymer chains. It
was shown, using AFM nanoindentation measurements, that such
brushes with conjugated polyacetylene strands, exhibited enhanced
stiffness and elastic response compared to the parent single-stranded
brushes, in spite of lower layer density and more open (porous) struc
ture [90]. The studied brushes exhibited also very much limited swelling
in good solvents, compared to parent brushes, indicating that they can
keep their stretched conformation disregarding the quality of the

Fig. 6. ST-SIP strategy on an example of the synthesis of ladder-like conductive ionic PMTEP polymer brushes: A – surface-initiated photoiniferter-mediated
polymerization of the MTEP monomer, B – multimonomer with protected acetylene groups, C – deprotection step, D – template polymerization and formation of
ladder-like ionic brushes with polyacetylene chains, E – iodine doped conductive ionic polymer brushes. Reprinted from Ref. [93] with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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achieved by forming a covalent anchor between the second chain in a
pair and the substrate that is still a challenge. Connecting covalently the
conjugated chain in such brushes would also improve the out-of-plain
conductivity, which is affected by the electrical resistance of such
connection.
Moreover, the described topology plays an important role in
providing a stable scaffold for conjugated chains to facilitate a direc
tional transport of charge carriers along those chains arranged normally
to the surface and enhance their photo and thermal stability [94]. Such
supported conjugated chains in the ladder-like structures were shown to
sustain their electrical conductance for a long time storage even at
ambient conditions, which are typically destructive for single-stranded
doped conjugated chains. Thus, they seem to be much less susceptible
to degradation and/or oxidation thanks to the presence of the support
ing unconjugated chain. Furthermore, it was shown that the higher the
grafting density of the brushes the higher the stability of the formed
polyacetylene chains – most likely due to less conformational freedom
and higher stretching of surface-grafted chains [94].
Similar trend concerning photo- and air-stability of conjugated
brushes was revealed for a double-stranded poly(3-methylthienyl
methacrylate) brushes [80]. Additionally, fabrication of the brushes
with higher grafting density resulted in polythiophene chains with
longer effective conjugation length, which was found also to scale with
the brush thickness. As a result the effective conjugation length as long
as 90–100 mers was evidenced for 80 nm thick brushes as determined by
UV–Vis spectroscopy.
Introduction of charged groups into the conjugated ladder-like
structure helped to achieve even more desired structures resulting in
very high conductance of the brushes in the direction perpendicular to
the grafting surface [93]. The synthesized doped brushes composed of
the ethynylpyridine-based monomer (PMTEP) showed directional con
ductivity as high as 10− 2 S/cm indicating long effective conjugation
length. While some connections between the neighboring chains may be
formed during the second polymerization, they seemed not to break the
conjugation significantly as it was preserved in the system enabling
efficient electron flow along the chain as shown using conductive/
tunnelling AFM (Fig. 7).
The mentioned above properties of the conjugated brushes with
ladder-like architecture are crucial for their potential application in
photovoltaic and optoelectronic devices where directional and high
conductance are required together with good processability and long
term stability.
Detailed physicochemical and structural characterization of the
ladder-like polymer brushes requires applications of adequate methods.
UV–Vis spectroscopy measurements were used to determine effective
conjugation length of polymer brushes [43,80]. Combination of FTIR
grazing angle spectroscopy and AFM enabled revealing how the orien
tation of polymer chains affects conductivity of the brushes [80].
Conductive AFM [30], tunnelling AFM (tuna-AFM) [93] mapping and
current-voltage measurements were used for quantitative analysis of
electrical properties of polymer brushes as macroscopic out-of-plane
conductivity measurements of such thin films are problematic [102].
AFM quantitative nanomechanical mapping enabled simultaneous
mapping of morphology and stiffness (i.e. Young’s modulus) of the
brush samples while XPS was commonly used to follow the course of the
sequence reaction as well as further oxidation/degradation of the
brushes.

Fig. 7. Conductive AFM mapping of the doped PMTEP brush grafted from ITO
surface: (A) topography image, (B) current map at 25 mV DC sample bias, (C)
adhesion map. Reprinted from Ref. [93] with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry.

[103]. Combination of polymer brushes with electron and hole con
ducting characteristics in the ordered heterojunction morphology would
ensure good interfacial contact and short paths for the transporting
charges that would limiting their loss and lead to superior energy con
version efficiency.
The covalently tethered and regularly arranged conjugated brushes
would be also of high interest for construction of nanoelectronic, opto
electronic, biosensor, light-harvesting devices, which demand
controlled transport of charges or excitons on the nanometer scale.
Further development of flexible solar cells [104] as well as electro
chemical supercapacitors [105] also needs highly flexible and conduc
tive electrodes that can be fabricated by grafting conductive brushes
from respective surfaces.
Conductive and elastic thin layers are also desired biointerface for
studying e.g. mechanobiology, influence of electrical and mechanical
stimuli on cell adhesion and proliferation [106]. While conductive
polymers are generally considered to be biocompatible, the respective
polymer brushes may be further modified, especially with the doublestranded topology, to improve their bioapplicability. Conductive
brushes may not only transduce the chemical signal into an easily
readable electrical one (biosensors) but also deliver electrical stimula
tion to cells to control their growth or differentiation (scaffolds) [107].
The directional charge flow offered by conductive brushes is of high
interest for neuronal interfacing and stimulation, a rapidly developing
part of regenerative medicine [108]. Conductive brushes have not been
yet broadly explored in the abovementioned bioapplications mainly due
to synthetic limitations but the versatility of the ST-SIP may pave the
way for their more common applications in tailoring biointerfaces.

3.3. Perspective of polymer brushes with ladder-like architecture
The presented brushes with novel ladder-like architecture have an
application potential primarily related to the possibility of formation
conjugated (semiconductive or conductive) chains arranged perpen
dicularly to the grafting surface. Such molecular wires with highly
anisotropic electrical conductivity (mainly in vertical direction) would
be ideal components of the ultimate solar cell architecture (Fig. 8c)
7
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Fig. 8. Various architectures of organic solar cells: (a) planar bilayer morphology, (b) bulk heterojuncion morphology and (c) ordered heterojunction morphology.

4. Conclusions

European Union under the European Regional Development Fund. The
authors would like to kindly thank Lizaveta Fiadosava-Wójcik for
creating some graphics.

In addition to the classical single-stranded linear polymer brushes,
other, more complex brush topologies have been recently introduced.
One of them is the double-stranded polymer brushes with one strand
being a conjugated macromolecule. Such systems were formed using
self-templating surface-initiated polymerization (ST-SIP) approach that
is based on a sequential polymerization of a bifunctional monomer. This
way, ladder-like brushes could be fabricated using facile controlled
radical polymerizations in the first step and other types of polymeriza
tions in the second step producing conjugated strands, which are
bridged with the previously formed unconjugated template chains.
This versatile methodology was developed in response to high de
mand for conjugated polymer brushes, which can provide directional
transport of charges at the nanoscale that is crucial for potential appli
cations in photovoltaics, optoelectronics, fabrication of nanosensors or
energy storage devices. ST-SIP was applied to form ladder-like brushes
containing polyacetylene, polythiophene and polyethynylpyridine con
jugated chains arranged normally to the grafting surface and exhibiting
electrical conductivity as high as 10− 2 S/cm. It was also shown that
thanks to this topology, the conjugated chains exhibited significantly
enhanced photo and thermal stability compared to single stranded
polymers. The nanomechanical characterization revealed that the
ladder-like brushes exhibited enhanced stiffness and elastic response
compared to the parent single-stranded brushes. The double-stranded
structure, which limits the conformational freedom of polymer chains,
was shown also to preserve their stretched conformation disregarding
quality of the applied solvents, that is crucial for achieving long conju
gation length.
In summary, the double-stranded brush topology described here due
to e.g. tunable and anisotropic conductance, unique nanomechanical
characteristics, resistance to degrafting in various solvents, have high
potential as robust nanocoating and (bio)interfaces of various func
tionalities defined by the component strands as well as post
polymerization modifications including doping and incorporation of
various nanomaterials in to the stiff but porous brushes.
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